“For years we had to cut our custom inlays by hand with the use of a pantograph machine. This process was long and tedious. Once we purchased our first CNC machine, our hourly production of inlay materials we customize was greatly reduced. In addition to this, was, an increased accuracy. Yet, our overall reason for choosing a Techno CNC Router was due to their fair prices that go accordingly with size, and the various models/sizes of their machines. We needed more space with easy maneuverability. Techno offered this to us with our first machine, and continued with several more CNC routers housed in our larger shop.”

Company: Custom Inlay Inc.
Contact: Bryan England
Location: Leitchfeld, KY
Market: Inlaid Components
Shop size: 2,500 sq.ft.
Customer: Since 2004
Model: LC Series 4896
www.custominlay.com

“Thank you once again for the great service. Everyone I met at Techno was very friendly, courteous and seemed very enthusiastic about their jobs. We got home Thursday night about midnight, and had the machine in place and running by noon on Friday. I have been cutting all kinds of practice shapes, and I am very comfortable with the machine already. I expect to be using it full time shortly. Every time I cut something, I come up with ten more things I can make using the machine.”

- One Very Happy Customer

Company: TMF Custom Wood Products
Contact: Tom Farmer
Location: Hilton, NY
Market: Woodworking
Shop size: 5,000 sq.ft.
Customer: Since 2004
Model: LC Series 4896

“Quality, precision and a brand new view on work, those are the reasons why we purchased a CNC router. We now have the ability to complete more complex projects while getting better accuracy in the shortest amount of time. Techno’s CNC router excels in both build and machine quality, including their design of servomotors and enclosed bearings, which were most appealing. It took us a mere 30 days to receive our full return on investment and for the past 4-1/2 years we have remained satisfied customers!”

Company: Embree Communication Group
Contact: John Cunningham
Location: Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Market: Signs, Recognition Systems
Shop size: 7,000 sq.ft.
Customer: Since 2001
Model: RG Series 59120
www.embree-signs.com